
“I am 99.9% certain I’ve got them all”

Photographic Reference Plates

The Making of an Index

by Christopher Leather
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The story starts a back in the early 1990’s with Harry Ormerod.

At one of the Manchester Branch meetings he gave me a part set of 
magazines/reference plates and said I might like to look at them and try and sort them 
out.  He had been tidying a drawer of stuff which had collapsed and he didn’t want to 
put them back.

I looked at them once or twice, but as they were incomplete they sat in the filing 
cabinet for years.
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I remembered those long forgotten magazines and 
plates in the filing cabinet and decided to get them 
out and have a look at them.

Then, sometime in early 2011 or 2012 I found this advert in a catalogue.
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Number 527 seemed interesting as Oliver 
Leese was a familiar military name, having 
being read about when researching my 
Grandfather’s time in Burma.  
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The thought occurred to me that I could perhaps try and make a list of all the plates I 
had and try and find out which ones were missing.

From all those years ago I still remember Harry saying to me as he gave me the 
magazines/plates. “They need sorting.  I tried filing them in some sort of order, but 
then I gave up as it was too complicated.”

Could I sort them out?  Was it possible to collect a set?

Why did I want to do the list?

• I was making a few lists around that time, one other being the branch meeting list.

• Could I prove that it WAS possible to sort the plates out?

• There would only be me mad enough to attempt the idea……

• If I did the list I could put it on my website to help others and I would have a little 
bit of Cactus & Succulent Research that I could call my own. 
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Rather by chance around that time there seemed to be a fair number of plates being 
offered for sale at sensible prices both on eBay and on the forum.

Although to begin with I had to keep a very low profile about my quest as I didn’t 
want anyone buying the plates I was trying to buy.

I must have bought at least 
EIGHT part sets and ended up 
with as many duplicates as the 
finished complete set……..

I spent hours and hours and 
hours collating them and sorting 
them out into order….. and 
many more hours labouriously
typing all the data into a 
spreadsheet. 6

In the end of course I had to get 
help and many forum members 
kindly checked the data for me.



So what are the Photographic Reference Plates?
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You usually see them in these sorts of 
binders, though there are black spring 
back ones too.

Because of the length of time these were 
issued they are ALWAYS part sets.

Why?  Well those old enough to start 
collecting them in the 1950’s wouldn’t still 
be around collecting them in the 1980’s 
and conversely anyone starting in the late 
1970’s early 1980’s would have a job – at 
that time – to find the older plates.

There was no eBay or Amazon in those 
days……



They were produced and issued between 1949 and 1987 and formed part of the 
Monthly Notes of the Exotic Collection as issued by Edgar and Brian Lamb.

Each issue had two plates, usually 
one cactus and one succulent.

They are A5 in format and featured 
a picture and details about where 
the plants grow in the wild and how 
best to treat them in cultivation.
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Almost straight away a problem became apparent………
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Lots of numbers were doubling up….. on plates that had a different picture for the 
same plant.

<<
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Add to that as I was buying all the plates I didn’t have a full set of magazines from 
1962 to 1987 and none from before 1962.  So I had no way of knowing how many 
plates I should have.   Also something was bugging me about the plates.   There were 
slight variations in them which I thought (correctly) would help me put them into 
chronological order.

Can you spot the 
two differences?
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Add to that as I was buying all the plates I didn’t have a full set of magazines from 
1962 to 1987 and none from before 1962.  So I had no way of knowing how many 
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I realised that I needed to catalogue all the identifying elements on each plate type 
so that I could differentiate them properly on the spreadsheet.
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The main elements were:

• the number itself 
• the way the title was written 
• the signature at the bottom
• the type of font used



In the end I found there was FIVE basic types of plate, which I lettered A to E.

A
black and white

“professional” typeface look
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In the end I found there was FIVE basic types of plate, which I lettered A to E.

B
colour

“home made” typeface look
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In the end I found there was FIVE basic types of plate, which I lettered A to E.

C
colour

“home made” typeface look
but different text to the B’s
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In the end I found there was FIVE basic types of plate, which I lettered A to E.

D
colour

“professional” typeface look
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In the end I found there was FIVE basic types of plate, which I lettered A to E.

E
colour

“professional” typeface look
Edgar’s name has been lost
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By careful examination of the plates it turned out that each type had up to five variations.  As follows: 

Type A1 = NPRP – E. Lamb F.R.H.S. (Horiz/LC/Print)
Type A2 = NPRP – E. Lamb (Horiz/LC/Print)
Type A3 = NPRP – Edgar Lamb (Horiz/LC/Print)
Type A4 = PRP – Edgar Lamb (Horiz/LC/Print)

Type B1 = PRP – Edgar Lamb (Horiz/LC/Typed_A)
Type B2 = PRP – Edgar Lamb (Horiz/LC/Typed_B)

Type C1 = PRP – E. & B.M. Lamb (Horiz/LC/Typed)
Type C2 = PRP – E & B.M. Lamb (Horiz/LC/Typed)
Type C3 = PRP – E & B.M. Lamb (Vert/UC/Typed)

Type D1 = PRP – E. & B.M. Lamb (Horiz/LC/Print)
Type D2 = PRP – E. & B.M. Lamb (Vert/UC/Print)
Type D3 = PRP – E.& B.M. Lamb (Horiz/LC/Print)
Type D4 = PRP – E & B.M. Lamb (Horiz/LC/Print)
Type D5 = PRP – E & B.M. Lamb (Vert/UC/Print)

Type E1 = PRP – B.M. & S. Lamb (Horiz/LC/Print)
Type E2 = PRP – B.M. & S. Lamb (Horiz/UC/Print)
Type E3 = PRP – B.M. & S. Lamb (Vert/UC/Print) 19



The seventeen variations.

A1
Neale’s Photographic Reference Plate.

E. Lamb, F.R.H.S.
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The words change on most 
variations, but not all.  Sometimes it 
is just a full stop that moves.



The seventeen variations.

A2
Neale’s Photographic Reference Plate.

E. Lamb
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The seventeen variations.

A3
Neale’s Photographic Reference Plate.

Edgar Lamb.
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The seventeen variations.

A4
Neale’s Photographic Reference Plate.

Edgar Lamb.
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The seventeen variations.

B1
Photographic Reference Plate

Edgar Lamb.
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The seventeen variations.

B2
Photographic Reference Plate

Edgar Lamb.
Font is different from B1

B1 B2
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The seventeen variations.

C1
Photographic Reference Plate

E. & B.M. Lamb.
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The seventeen variations.

C2
Photographic Reference Plate

E & B.M. Lamb

C2

C1
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The seventeen variations.

C3
PHOTOGRAPHIC REFERENCE PLATE

E & B.M. Lamb
Introduction of UPPER CASE and 

vertical printing
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The seventeen variations.

D1
Photographic Reference Plate

E. & B.M. Lamb.
Different printing to C plates
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The seventeen variations.

D2
PHOTOGRAPHIC REFERENCE PLATE

E. & B.M. Lamb.
Vertical Printing
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The seventeen variations.

D3
Photographic Reference Plate

E.& B.M. Lamb.
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The seventeen variations.

D4
Photographic Reference Plate

E & B.M. Lamb.

D1 & D2

D3

D4 & D5
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The seventeen variations.

D5
Photographic Reference Plate

E & B.M. Lamb.
Vertical Printing
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The seventeen variations.

E1
Photographic Reference Plate

B.M. & S. Lamb.
Issued after the death of Edgar, 
plates now show Brian and Sally
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The seventeen variations.

E2
PHOTOGRAPHIC REFERENCE PLATE

B.M. & S. Lamb.
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The seventeen variations.

E3
PHOTOGRAPHIC REFERENCE PLATE

Vertical Printing
B.M. & S. Lamb.
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Eventually the list was finished 
and I was able to add in some 
of the issues the plates were 
found in as the magazines from 
1962 onwards listed the plates 
that came with the magazine.
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I also found some numbers (also reported in the magazines) 
were wrong.

817 col      see    1172a    B1    Porfiria schwartzii var. albiflora
548a col    see    164a      C3    Borzicactus humboldtii
519b col    see    369a      D4   Echinocereus subinermis
588a col    see    558a      B2    Rebutia steinbachii
886a col    see    866a      E3    Melocactus matanzanus



In time I managed to get a full set of magazines from 1962 to 1987.  And was able to 
make a check list from 1962 to 1987.
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But you know something was still bugging me.

What about the 1935 book and the plates issued in the encyclopedias ……..

So in then end I decided there was nothing for it but to go through the 5 volumes of 
the encyclopedia, the Stapeliads book and the 1935 book and put them all into one 
master list.
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The list of plates, as issued in the 
magazines, is available from my 
website.  The full list with some 
extra text was issued as a POD 
book.

https://cactuscorner.co.uk/reference-plate-guide/



So have I got a complete set?

There appears to be two pieces of written evidence in the magazines. The 
first appears in May 1955.   If you follow the information given and count 
48 plates for 1949, 1950 and 1951 (144), and 24 thereafter until 1986 
(840) and 16 for 1987 that gives a total of 1000 plates.  It is unclear if any 
plates were actually issued in 1947 and 1948.

According to Brian Lamb, as stated in the May 1986 magazine, there were 
1,024 plates issued between 1947 and 1986. [1040 by the end of the run 
in 1987].  This, I think, is incorrect as the previous evidence is more 
contemporary to the start of the run and seems to state 1949 as the start.  
Plus, I doubt Brian sat there in 1986 and counted every plate to see how 
many there were……

My list has the number of plates as 996.   If there are any missing then 
they must be pre-1949 plates, and they will, if they exist, be very scarce.

I purchased many part sets, and we also checked several part sets and I 
also understand that there is at least one, or maybe two, assumed 
“complete” sets that have been checked against the list. Those people 
have never owned up to having a plate not on the list. 
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So……….. 

All I can say is……….



“I am 99.9% certain I’ve got them all”
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For more info, and to download copies of the lists 
please visit:

https://www.cactuscorner.co.uk/reference-plate-guide/
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